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FOREWORD
HE importance

of a thorough knowledge of the
microscope is more and more recognized as a
necessity, antecedent to courses in which the
instrument is used. Naturally the best work is done
only after an intimate understanding of the use and
relations of the different parts; and how to keep them in
perfect working condition.
Copyright r9z6
by Spcocer Lcns Compaoy

We are glad to respond to the demand for a short
treatise on the construction, the care, and the use of
the instrument-both mechanical and optical-going
into detail only in so far as is necessary to make the
instrument an efficient means for the study of the
subject at hand.

Let it be remembered that no amount of direction
will take the place of good judgment and careful,
painstaking effort on your part, and that it is only
the perfect adjustment of every part in relation to
every other part which brings the best results. The
neglect of one detail may destroy the virtues of all

the oLhers.
We desire that the use of the instrument may prove
to be of great profit and great pleasure as well.
Sppwcnn Lows Coupawy
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PART I
Construction and Care
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If any of the

parts should be-

come soiled,
wipe them off

with a soft cloth
ot clean chamois
skin. If the soil
does not remove

If this is
not successful, try moistening with a little xylol, ether
or chloroform, if indeed, water previously tried does
not accomplish the end. Dry as soon as possible. lfeaer
use alcohol on lacquered parts unless you hnow Lhe
lacquer is alcohol proof. Fortunately nearly all lacquers now used are not soluble in alcohol. The black
enamels which are more and more extensively used
are not affected by any of the ordinary reagents.
The modern microscope is more compact, solid and
rigidly built than those in use some years ago. It is
better adapted to the serious purpose of modein laboratory methods. In all makes much careful engineering skill has been exercised to make a durable and
efficient instrument.
easily, breathc on the surface and rub gently.
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is predominant. The necessary friction is obtained by
drawing the cole into its bearing and compressing th"e
sides of the pillar.
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Base and Fillar
the base, stability

Beginning n'ith
is attained more
by weight than by spread of the feet. Usually the
base and pillar are one casting, althougfr on some
microscopes tlr"V g_" made separatcly and securely
fastened together. There is no advantage either way.

Inclination Joint
Practically all microscopes are provided with inclination joints by which the body of the instrument
is movably fastened to the top of the pillar so that
it may be inclined to any angle which ease and convenie-nce- may dictate. The joint should work smoothly
and freely and yet with sufficient friction to hold thL
body at any inclination.
There are several types of construction as illustrated.
fn -all of them the pil]ar forms two parts of the hinge
while the lowcr end of the arm is made to fit betwee"n.
In all the best types the taper axle, or a modification,
I
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Once in a long while one of these joints may.work loose
that the body will not remain at the desired angle.

s.g_

This may be remedied by tightening the nuts on lhe
ends of the axis. These nuts are usually provided with
two small holes for a " spanner wrenr.h." Usuallv
tightening the nut on the right side of the instrumenl
draws the conical axis farther into its bearing. Sometimes it is necessary previously to slightly loosen the
nut on the other side-tightening it again later.
ff a spanner is not convenient the nut'can usually be
turned_with a pair of round nosed pliers. In any instance be careful not to mar the nut around the lioles.

The Body
The body of the microscope is made tp of the Arm,
which on the best instruments is of briss or bronze,
Lhe Intermediate Slide whose bearings and movement
on the arm are controlled by the Fine Adjustment,

and the Body Tube, rvhose bearings and movement
on the intermediate slide are controlled by the Coarse
Adjustment.

The Fine Adjustment
The fine adjustment is the vital part of the microscope

stand. No high power work can be done without its
proper functioning. One of the essentials is a perfectly

fitting bearing which permits a free up and down movement in a line at 90o from the plane of the stagc, with
no lateral motion. The metal forming these bearing
surfaces should be of such texture, the fitting so perfect, and the lubrication such that the movement
always responds immediately to the least impulse.
These bearings should be protected from dust and
other foreign matter, and should be lubricated with
oil which will not become gummy and sticky.
If for any reason these, or any other, bearing surfaces
should become gummed, clean them ofr with xylol
or chloroform, and re-lubricate with white vaseline.
On all Spencer micros<:opes oil grooves are put in all
bearing surfaces to hold & reserve supply of the lubricant.'l'his insures a smooth movement which can not
be accomplished in any other way.
ff, when working the fine adjustment up and down,
while the eye is at the eyepiece, the object appears
to move sidewise, the light coming from the mirror
is not central, or there is a lateral movement in the
fine adjustmcnt bcarings. If upon carefully centering
the light the :rpparent movement of the object persists, the trouble is in the fine adjustment-either poor
fitting, a decided lateral thrust in the mechanism producing the movement impulse-or both. It should not
occur.
t0

The mechanism for supplying the impulse must of
b_e_ of extreme accuracy, delicacv and dura_
bilit)'. N.othing in mechanics *ill
this-as
well as the mrcrometer screw l,ith a"""o*plish
sufficient number
ne-cessit-y_

of threads in contact with its nut; especiatty

*t

in conjunction with the lever.
"" "."a
There are two classes of fine adjustments: the older
with the micrometer thleads peipendicular and the
fine adju.stment head at the to| oi the arm; and the
newer with two fine adjustment heads, one on either
side of the arm. The latter is the more convenient

and is rapidly replacing the former. Of the former there
are two disl.inr.t types: the one (Figure D) where the
whole arm mov('s on a triangular pillar, and the olher
and better-rvhere the intermecliate slicle moves
-later
on the arm actuated by a lever in connection with the
micrometer screw (Figure E).

tr'is. D

Fis. E

Stop nuts are provided at the end of the micrometer
screw to prevent the fine threads being removed from
their bearings. Sometimes these nuts are forced off,
and the micrometer threads are removed. When this
occurs be careful in replacing these very fine threads
to see that they are started straight, and that they
do not " run." Do not force the threads if they go at
all hard. It will help to know that on most microscopes
these threads are left handed. Care should also be

taken to see that the little pin P, which fits loosely
into the hollow end of the micrometer screw, is in
position. Should it be lost it must be replaced. Should
it fall into the mechanism it can be secured only by
removing the nut N at the top of the arm. In some
instances the pin drops out before the micrometer
thread is entirely out of its trearings, and the defect
is not noticed until the fine adjustment does not respond. As stated above remove the large nut at the
top of the arm to replace the pin.

Most of the modeln microscopes are of the

impulse is applied to the end of the longer arm of a
bell crank lever, it generates a reduced upward thrust

of the shorter arm to move the intermediate slide
uprvard without any tendency to move it sidervise to

create an apparent side movement of the object. The
construction is such that the weight of the moving
parts together with a compression spring continually
keeps all of these parts in such contact that any possible lost motion is automatically taken up even though
there may be the slightest wear through long continual
use. See Figure F-or G, a somewhat simpler form.

second

class where the trvo firre adjustmcnt heads are one on

either side of the arm. 'I'he mechanism here is slightly
more complicated, hence the need for the best mechanical principles.

Fis. F

The bearings for the shaft connecting the two heads
are on cither sidc of the arm and should be in precise
alignment for the free turning of the shaft. In no way
is this accomplished as well as where the two bearings
are in one continuous piece passing through the arm.
Here as in the other class the micrometer in conjunction with the lever stands out as superior. Here there
are a goodly number of threads always fully engaged
through 360" of each thread, insuring a steady, regular
and very durable lateral movement. When this steady
t2

Fig. G
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Fig.
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Figure H represents a fine adjustment enscmble quite
similar to that of Figure G except that the micrometer
thread is replaced by a worm-gear device. A segment
of a gear takes the place of the nut and the long arm
of the bell crank lever. The impulse from the short
arm is upward, producing no lateral thrust as is also the
case in Figures F and G. On all of the above described
adjustments provision is made for automatically stopping the revolution of the shaft when the adjustment
has reached the limit of its excursion, thus avoiding
any injury to the threads or gears.
Figure I represents another worm-gear fine adjustment
in which the complete gear circle is used. On this gear
is fastened an eccentric heart shaped cam on the periphery of which a small roller is made to revolve. This
roller is attached to the movable parts of the fine
adjustment. When the gear levolves in the direction
of the arrow as shown in the cut, one of the components
of the movement of the heart shaped cam forces the
roller upward, and will continuc to do so uritil the apex
of the heart passcs undcr thc roller whcn it will then
move downward for 180" of the revolution. It has the
advantage thaL the fine adjustmcnt never "runs out."

An entircly ncw fine atljustment (see Figure J) has
recently come out.in which_ the necessary reduction
is attained by means of a chain of
,FB
splrr gears similar to clock gears
working in conjunction with a lever.
It is very different from the types
just described. It provides the
Fis.

made so
l4

J

dircct upward thrust. The fine adjustment head is represented at F.B.

All standard microscopes are now
that the positive impulse is always upward

against a slightly compressed spring. The mechanism
allows the movable parts to descend by gravity and
the force of the compression spring. Therefore in focussing down one is not so apt to cause damage if the
front of the objective should come into contact with
the cover glass. Avoid this contact if possible. If at all

uncertain observe the proximity of the objective to
the cover glass before looking into the eyepiece.
ff when looking into the eyepiece no change of focus
is noticed by turning the fine adjustment, it is quite
possible that the objective is resting on the cover glass.
It is possible that the fine adjustment may have " run
out." It is always bcst to kecp the finc adjustment
about midr,vay in its range. If the microscope is one
provided with positivc stops :rt the ends of its cxcursion,
it will be necessary to place the rnechanism sornewhere,
near the midway point. If the microscope is one with
the fine adjustment head at the top of the arm, the
loose pin in the end of the micrometer screw may have
been misplaced. See page 12.

The Coarse Adjustment
The Coarse Adjustment or rapid movement of the body
tube is now affected on all microscopes by means of
the diagonal rack and pinion. The bearing surfaces on
the American and lluropean instruments are quite dif-

ferent. Both are good. 'Ihere is no advantage either
way except for the oil grooves on Spencer microscopes.
The bearings are very closely fitted. Any foreign matter
on the surfaces scriously interferes.
Do not strain the teeth of the rack and pinion by forcing
the bearings llack and forth over one another when they
are not clean. A little xylol or chloroform rubbed on
the surface will clean them. Do not use emery o.
?;r"

the objective. The 45o
surface of one of these

other abrasive. When the bearings are perfectly clean,
oil them slightly with a good acid free lubricant (paraffin oil or watch oil). If the bearings become so loose
that the tube will not stay in placc, tighten the little
screws at the back of the pinion box. All makers have
a provision here for taking up lost motion and wear.
Do not fill the teeth of the rack with. paper, paraffin

prisms is semi-platinized

to reflect half the light

to one side, and allow
the other half to pass
through to be reflected

substance. If anything should
these teeth, clean them out.

in the opposite direction
by another 45o reflecting

The Body Tube
The body tube, together with the draw tube, is the

ed upward, each to its

or any other foreign
accumulate

in

support for the principal optics of the microscope' Thg
obiectives are located at the lower end of the tube and
the eyepieces at the upper end. The graduated telescoping-draw tube provides a means for varying the
length of the tube (See page ? ) . It should move smoothly and easily. In pushing it in be careful not to push
down the whole body tube to injure the.specimen or
the objective by bringing the objective violently into
contact with the cover glass.

Binocular Body Tube
A comparatively new bod.y tube has been introduced
bv whiih both eyes may be used while working with
a- single obicctive. 'I'hesc binocular body tubes are
interchangeable with the single tube without disturbing
the objecfives. 'lhis is particularly true of the Spenc-er
device- by which either body when loosened may be
lifted oui of place and the other replaced without the
least danger of disturbing the focus of the highest power
objectives.
Asillustratedonnextpage the light from the objective
is divided by two cemented prisms immediately above
16

surface. These tlvo beams
of light are again reflect-

by prisms located directly belorv the
eyepieces and rnoving
eyepiece,

rvith thern. 'I'he eyepieces
arc rnovablc to and from

one another to accommodate different interpupillary distances. One of the eyepiece tubes is
also variable as to length to adjust for a difierence
tr'is.

K

between the two eyes of the same person.
There are two distinct types of these binocular bodies:
the one with the parallel eyepiece tubes and the other

with the tubes slightly converging toward the objective.
The argument for the parallel tubes seems to be that
they are more rcstful for the eyes because " the eyes
are at rcst rvhcn looking at an object at infinite distance."Over against this is tlie stubborn fact that when
using thc parn.llcl tubes many people have difficulty
blending thc two imagcs into one picture as is regularly
done in ordinary vision. Quite a number are able to
do it after some practise. Some never accomplish it'
In looking into the converging tubes there is no sttch
trouble. Normally when looking at a near objcct the

l!1es o! light converge from the eyes to the object.
When looking at a microscope, or observing the plac!ry of a slide on the stage, the eyes are converging.
No adjustment is necessary when immediately Iooking
into Lhe microscope. The images appear as one. Again
no readjustment is necessary in looking away from the
microscope image to pick up a pencil to make notes.
The binocular body is a great advantage because
it permits the use of both eyes, greatly relieving the
strain on one eye when using the single tube, especially
for long continuous observation. At the same time it
presents a picture of the object not obtainable with
the single tube. Some claim that the vision is stereoscopic; others assert that it is not truly stereoscopic.
Be that as it may, all agree that the view is much mbre
satisfactory, and more restful to the eyes for long continued work. Without doubt different layers in the
structure of the object are much more easily differ-

a quick and easy interchangeability between the single
and double eyepieces. For the binocular vision both
eyepieces are used in the usual way. lVhere the single
eyepiece is desired the body is moved slightly to one
side to bring the axis of one eyepiece coincident with

that of the objective, duplicating the conditions of the
single tube. All of the prisms and the other eyepiece
are automatically moved out of the way. The con-

entiated.

The disadvantage of using the two eyepieces is
the fact that the divirle<l lig'ht will not present so
brilliant a field with thc sarne light source. Many,
therefore, considcr thc singlc eyepiece better when a
brighter field is dcrnaudcd and when the exigencies
require the most cirilical definition and resolution.
Without doulrt thc two views of the same object are
different antl both rnake for a more intelligent interpretation. 'l'lren'fort., rnosl workers are willing to use
both tubes cverr though the interchange is more or
less cumbersomc.

Combination Body Tube
To overcome this the Spencer Lens Company has
recently designed a combination body tube providing
l8

.i

I,'iu.

i
L

Fis.M

rkrvice imrnediately appeals to th<:
L shorvs the position of thc
parts when botlr cycpic(:es {rre used. Figure M shorvs
the'same parts in tlrc lrosition assumed when buL ont:
venience

of tlrrr

eyepiece

is in worliirrg position.

research workcr. lligrrrc

The body tubes of practically all microscopes are now
so made that the nosepiece is a necessary concomitant
to provide the proper tube length and to permit the

objective being brought closs enough

to the stage.

The convenience of the quick interchange of objectives
has become a necessity. The objectives sent out vrith
all microscopes are made par.fctcal on the nosepiece:
i. e., they are of such length that when one is in focus
all the others on the nosepiece will be in focus within

a slight turn of the fine adjustment when they

are

brought into the optical axis. The objectives are also
centered so that an object in the center of the field
of one will be close to the center of the field of all the
others. Thus a low power objective may be used as
a finder for the higher powers.
These conditions obtain prouiding each objectiue is se'
ctrely screwed into its particular place on the nosepiece,
which place is marked for it. If they are changed about,
or if objectives from anothcr rnicroscope are used these
desirable conditions arc likcly to bc lost. Ilach objective

is individually fittcd by thc maker to its particular
place in the noselliccc. A change of tube length from
the standarcl or a change of eyepiece will affect the
parfocalization. Ile sure to use the proper tube length
and eyepiece.

Ihe

Stage

The stagcs of all rnicroscopes are now covered with
a layer of hard rubber or composition which is not
permanently affected by the reagents, stains, etc.,
ordinarily used. Should the stage become soiled with
balsam, immersion oil, or anything which water will
not remove, it can be cleaned with a little xylol or
90

If this has a tendency to turn the stage
gray rub on a little heavy oil to restore the original
black. If the gray color is of long standing, let the
oil remain for a time; always wiping ofi before using
the microscope.
All stages are either rectangular or circular. The rectangular are used in the great proportion of laboratory
work because of their less cost and simplicity. The
circular stages on the larger, the research microscopes,
revolve around the optical axis. The centering screws
make this center of revolution coincide with the optical
axis. Many of the bctter rnicroscopes are equipped with
mechanical stages either as :ln integral part of the
instrument:-on circular stages whcre they revolve with
the stage, or as a detachable unit. 'I'he same precautions should be observed lvith reference to the care
of the bearing surfaces, racks and pinions, etc., as
has been advised for other similar parts. A careful
reading of the verniers on any good mechanical stage
will locate an object so that it can be found again
easily even though the mechanical stage may have
been removed from the microscope in the meantime.
With the best mechanical stages on the better microscopes the slide is held slightly above the upper surface
of thc microscope stage so that when the condenser is
immersed the oil is not smeared over the surface of
the stagc when the slide is moved about. On the better
Spencer nri<:rosc<llrcs is also another feature by which
the slide is hckl tlown so that a thickened immersion
fluid betwccn .tlrc cover glass and the front of thc
objective carr not ciruse the slide to follow the objective
when it is focrrsscrl upward. The movements of all
mechanical stagcs slrould be even, free and easy with
no lost'motion.
chloroform.

The Nosepiece

sr

The Substage
The optics of the substage are the necessary complement to the optics above. Their importance is too little
realized and the accurate manipulation of the same too
little appreciated. Mechanically the substage must be

capable of rigidly holding the axis of the condenser
parallel to and coincident with the axis of the optical

train above the stage. Centering screws furnish a means
for accurately centering the condenser on all the best
instruments. Sometimes the condensers are permanently
centered by the maker. All the movements must be as
smooth and delicate as any on the microscope. All the
best microscopes are provided with a fine adjustment

on the substage.

There are three types
1.

of

Substages:

A simple substage ring fastened to the underside

of the stage holds the condenser permanently in one
position. Rarely is there any means for focussing.
It is not very satisfactory and not much used.
2. The quick screw substagc is vcry generally used
and for ordinary worl< is rcasonably satisfactory.
The condenser is raiscd and lowered by a quick
acting scxtuplc screw. 'I'he movement is smooth

and fairly dclicatc. C:rrc should be taken to see
that the condcnscr mounting is squarely in the
substage ring.

If thc threads of the screw

become

gummed or st,itftv " cut " the refuse with a little
xylol or chlorol'orrn. When clean relubricate with
a good oil and work the substage up and down
until it works frcely and smoothly. If the threads
should be run ontirely out of the nut do not force
the threads if they do not start back easily. Try
starting them in a new place. Remember there are
22

six threads each working best in its own thread
in the nut. If the leaves of the iris diaphragms
become rusted or gummed, clean them with xylol,
and oil them thoroughly by opening and closing
the diaphragm several times to evenly distribute
the oil over the leaves. Should the leaves become
bent or misplaced, submit them to the maker or
a skilled workman.
3. The rack and pinion substage represents the
ideal equipment. By it the optical parts are more
definitely and accurately held in place, and'the
movable parts more freely and definitely mani-

pulated. When usirrg the best correr:ted condensers
it is essential. A fine adjustment is also necessary
for the best results.

all the older forms the condenser and its mounting
friction in the substage ring, being put in
from below. Usually this ring swings to one side in
and out of the optical axis carrying the condenser
with it. In manv instances the iris beneath the condenser is.fastened to another arm which swings out
on the other side. Whereas this mechansim has been
used for many vears .lvith satisfaction, it is not as good
as the more modcrn equipment. The swinging arms
are not usually sufliciently rigid to always bring the
condenscr and iris definitely back into the axis and
hold the r:onrlcnscr theire so that its optical axis is
coincident willr tlrc axis of the optical train above.
Again with thc irlro.r'c t:onstruction it is mechanically
impossible to lrrirrg tlrr: iris to a position where it almost
touches the largc k:rrs of the condenser-as it should.
On

are held by

The Spencer Micros<:o;x's are unique and alone in
that on them the condt'nscr rvith the iris in the proper

position, the provision for oblique light, and any other
possible substage accessories are mounted in one complete unit, which unit slips in and out of a horse shoe,
or fork shaped arm, it resting on a horizontal bearing
on top of the very rigid arm. For convenience the arm

Fis.

N

is open in front. This unit

Fis.

PART

General Theory of Microscope

oji,

Ray Paths-Axial Rays
A IIICROSCOPB objective
an image that, may be
/a
a \ forms
con=idered as'made up of an
infinite number of points. A study
of two of these points will give a
good idea of how thc objective
functions to forrn tlris image. l'he
' first point to be considcrcd is bhe
image of the point 'lvhere the axis of
the objective intersects thc object.
A bundle of rays proceeding from
this point is shown in Figure P.
These rays would be brought to a
focus at Ar' in the image plane of
the objective, if the field lens of the
eyepiece did rrot intervene. The field
lens places this image at As which
is in the plane of the diaphragm
and the focal plane of the eye lens
of the eyepiece. The eye lens forms
an image of this point at infinity
which can be observed by an eye

O

goes definitely

into place,

and when centered with.the centcring screws the whole
optical train of the rnicroscolle is in perfect alignrlent.

The lower supporl.ing ring fits into the fork and all
the othcr parts arc built up, one on top of the other,
upon it. 'l'he wholc cnscrrrble is easily removed completcly frorn thc substage for cleaning or rearranging
any of the part,s. 'l'hcse fca,tures with the sturdy coarse
adjustmcnt and dclicate fine adjustment make the ideal
substage. If thcse bearings ever become dirty, clean
them as previously directed for similar bearings.

The mirror is so mounted that it is independent of
the movement of the substage. When the mirror is
properly adjusted the focussing of the condenser does
not interfere with the direction of the light.
24
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which is completely relaxed. A small

rnovement of the fine adjustment
will shift the whole optical system
so that the final image is not formed
at iniinitv. If such is the case the
obscrvtrr's eye is put under a conFig. P

stanb strain to make up for the lack

of proper focus of the instrument.
Thls should be avoided. It is not

always easy to know that the
instrument is properly focussed.
To test for this, gaze vacantlY out
of a window at a distant object
and then look quickly into the
microscope. If the image is
blurred at the first instant and
gradually clears, the instrument
is not properly focussed and it
should be refocussed.
Ray Paths-Field Rays
The second point to be considered is the image of a Point at
the extreme edge of the field. An
examination of Figure R shows
that in the bundle of ravs Proceeding from this object Point
therc is no symmetrY about a
<:entral ray such as existed in the
bundlc shown in Figure P. There
is, however, one ray of this bundle

that has special significance because it proceeds through t}le
olr.iective withoub anY angular
d.i'iation. This rav is ealled the
nrincinal rav and is shown as the

Fis. R

iet,trul ray" of the bundle. It is
directed at what maY be called
the optical center of the objective and from there toward the
Doint R,' where all t,he oLherraYs
.,f thir bundle would cross ib if it

were not for the field lens of the eyepiece. The image
point R1/ lies in the same plane as the point At'. The
field lens places this image at Rg which is at the edge
of the diaphragm and in the same plane. The eye lens
of the eyepiece deviates the principal ray so that it
crosses the axis at the point ,R D which is variously
called the Ramsden disc, exit pupil, or eyepoint. ft is

the point at which the pupil of the eye should be
placed to be able to see the whole field. The other
rays of the bundle surrounding the principal ray are
made parallel to it by the eye lens, if the microscope
is correctly focussed, and thereforc form :rn image Rr'
of Rz at infinity.

Magnifi cation-Objective
It is easy to see that the imagc point R'/ is very much
farther from the axis of the microscope than is thc object
point R1. Thus the objective forms an image which
covers considerably more area than does the object.
The magnification of the objective alone is the ratio
of the distance of Rr' from the axis to the distance of
Rr from the axis. A reference to the figure will show
that the magnification of the objective is dependent
on the distance of the optical center of the objective
from the object and also from the image. The distance
of the optical center of the objective from the image is
determined by the tube length. With the tube length
standardized the distance of the optical center of the
objective from the object is determined by the focus
of the objective only. With these data the magnification
of all our objectives is computed for a standardizcd
tube length of 160mm. It is engraved on the boots of
the objectives together with their focii and numerical

apertures.
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Magnifi cation-Eyep iece

Defi nition-Spherical Aberration

The eyepiece magnifies the image formed by the objective on the principle of the simple rnicroscope. An
object ten feet away appears to an observer to be a
certain size. ff the distance be reduced to five feet it
appears to be twice the size. 'I'he nearer to the observer
it is the iarger it appears. But nature has put a limit
on the accommodation of the human eye such that it
can not easily focus on an object that is closer than
ten inches from the eye. If rve wish to see an object
on a scale larger than it appears at ten inches from
the eye it is necessary to place a lens betu'een the object
and the eye to assist the accommodation. If this lens
has a focus of trvo inches the object can be placed
two inches from the eye and be seen as though it were
at infinity. In other rvords the lens does the work that
the eye can not do, and allorvs thc eye to see the object
'lvith no effort at acconlnodltion. 'I'lre object being
only trvo int:hes frorn tlrc cyc il,l)l)cars to be five times
as large as tlr<-ngh il" rvcrc vir:rvcd at the nearest possible disl-rlnr:e by t,lrc rrna,i<lctl cyc. Thus the lens is
said to ha,vc :r, rnagrri{i<'rr,t,ion of five. It is on this basis
that our eycyriuts ilxr r:urrrpnted and marked for magnification.

In explaining the paths of rays through a microscope
'objective, it was assumed that the rays crossed at a
point to form an image. This is never strictly true and
is approximated only when the correction for spherical
aberration is good. If the correction for spherical aberration is perfect, the rays of a bundle are so directed
that they would cross at a point if it were not for the
fact that light is a wave motion. Due to this fact they
do not cross at an exact point, but jostle each other
near the crossing point in such a way that the otherwise
point image is spreerd out into a small disc of measurable
dimensions. }'urthermore, this central disc is surrounded
by a series of concentric rirrgs of alternate liglrt and
dark. This whole pattern is called a difiraction pattern.
When the correction is good these surrounding rings
are faint and diminish in width so rapidly from the
center out, that only one or two of them can be seen
by the most critical test. If, however, the correction
is poor the rings are bright and broad. The central
disc remains the same size, but a large portion of the
Iight that should be concentrated in this disc is lost
to the surrounding rings. Since the central disc is the
only portion of the whole pattern that goes to make

Magnifi cation-Compound Microscope

The total magnificll"ion <if a compound microscope is
the product of thc magnification of the objective and
eyepiece. Thus if an oil immersion objective and 10x
eyepiece is used the total magnification is 980, found
by multiplying 98, the magnification of the objective
alone, by 10, the magnification of the eyepiece.
8A
I

up the image, this means that the image will be faint
and that the lost light will be spread over the surrounding area and tend to haze the image of nearby points.
Thus contrast in the image is destroyed and it appears
hazy and washcd out. This is the true interpretation
of definition. It is only a matter of contrast. The proportion of light conccntrated in the central disc determines the quality of the <lefinition.
ss

Resolving Power-What

Defi nition-Chromatic Aberration
The general features of these diffraction patterns will

vary with the correction for color. If the axial correction is not good the rings will occur at different points
along the axis for different colors. Their size and relative
concentration of light in the central disc will also vary
with color if the so-called chromatic variation of spherical aberration is not corrected. ft is evident that the
contrast which determines the definition can be lost
quite as easily by a poor correction for color as by a
poor correction for spherical aberration. It is not possible to obtain a perfect correction for color because of
the limitations of manufacture of optical glass. The
usual type of lens is corrected for two colors on the
axis and spherical aberration for one color, and a close
approach to a correction for spherical aberration for
the other colors. Achromatic objectives have such a
correction. The lack of perfect color correction is evidenced by a small fringe of color around a dark object,
especially when obliquc light is uscd. It is possible with
the aid of the ncwcst glasscs and the mineral fluorite
to correr:t for thrcc r:olors on the axis and to correct
the spherical abcrration for two colors. Such a combination must of nct:cssity be very complicated. It is
termed an apochrornatic objective and is the finest type
obtainable. With such a lens no color fringe is noticeable except undcr the most trying of conditions and
even then it is faint and narrow. The apochromatic
objectives are extensively used for micro-photography
because of their more perfect color correction. It forms
an image that is extremely pleasing to the eye in its
crispness of detail and faithfulness of reproduction of
color.
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It Is

There is a conception among some users of the microscope that magnification and definition are of paramount importance. This is not strictly true, for there

is another requirement that is more important than
either of these. This is resolving power, the ability
to pick out and recognize fine detail. As an example
It

'I
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suppose we consider a piece of fine cloth having a pat-

tern woven in it. Suppose that this cloth is held at
such a distance from the eye that the pattern is not
distinguishable. A slight magnification will allow the
pattern to be seen clearly and easily. Now suppose we
magnify it a thousand times, and that the definition
is good enough so that the pattern is seen clearly and
distinctly, but on a very much larger scale. On first
consideration this may seem su{Iicient. On further
thought, however, it appears that at a thousand magnification the threads of which the cloth is woven should
appear to be more than an inch broad, and the spaces
between them sufficiently wide to be seen easily. The
ability to see these fine details in the object is called
resolving power. However, the image may show no
indication of a thread structure due to insufficient
resolving power. Thus the optical system, having good
definition, and more than enough magnification, fails
completely to give a true interpretation of the object.
This illustration is given to show that there is no connection between resolving power and magnification or
definition. It is a thing quite apart from other properties of an optical system and for the finest microscope
work is by far the most important.

Resolving Power-Oil Immersion Objectives
A quantity called the numerical aperture is the mctsure of the resolving power of a microscope objectivc.

The numerical aperture is expressed by the equation
NA: n sin a
where n is the lowest index of refraction between the
olject and the objective, and a is the angle between
the extreme ray of the axial bundle and the axis, shown

i!

Figure P. This expression that is arbitrarily called

the numerical aperture is derived from a mathematical
study of resolving power. It is beyond the scope of this
book to give the derivation here. The reason-why the
lowest index of refraction between the object atrd the
front- lens of the objective enters into th-e expression
will be touched on under the heading of " Resolving
Power from the Standpoint of the Diffraction Theory."*
It is at once apparent that in order to secure a Liglt
resolving power, it is necessary to design the objective
!9 lake in a large angle. There are, however, practical
limits be_yond which it is not advisable to go. This angle
can not be much more than 60o. For 60" the numerical

aperture would be .86 if the lowest index medium
betwe_en the object and the objective were air having
an index of rcfraction of onc. ff, howcvcr, the objective
were designed to havc oil of an indcx of refraciion of
1.52 between thc objcct:rnd Lhc obje<:tive, the numerical
a_per'rrre woukl bc .86.1.52,:l.30.This is the theory
t\at led to the dr:sign of the oil immersion objectives.
The use of the oil irnmersion principle multi$lies the
highest numerical aperture otherwiie obtainable by
1.52, the index of the oil. This is only true, howevei,
if a condenser of at least the same numerical aperture
-is
as the objective is used, and if an oil contact
used
between the condenser and the sl'ide.

Necessity of Immersing Condenser
Figure S shows the top lens of a condenser and the front
* S* pug"
aa

3+

Iens of an oil immersion objective with the slide and
cover glass between. The ray marked p--p is shown

traversing the system with oil contact between the
condenser and the slide, and between the front lens
of the objective and the
r
cover glass. It [is assumed
thal thc ob.ject is embedded in a medium having
the same index as the slide
and the cover glass. ft is

seen that the ra.y
through

goes

without
any deviation between the
two curved surfaces, due
to thc fact that the oil has
the same irrdex as the slide,
Fis. S
cover glass and the two
Ienses under consideration. Let the angle of this ray
to the axis be ao. Then its numerical aperture is
Lhc s.yslem

NAe:nsinao:l'30
The ray marked q-q is shown traversing the system
without an oil contact between the condenser and the
slide. This ray is deviated by the upper surface of the
condenser and the lower surface of the slide in such
a way that it traverses the slide, cover glass, oil contact and front lens of the objective parallel to its direction in the upper lens of the condenser. If this ray
struck the upper surface of the condenser at the same
angle to the axis as the ray ?-p, it would be totally
reflected by the upper surface and v'ould not leave the
lens. The largest possible angle to the axis for the ray
to leave the upper surface of the condenser is determinecl

bY the

equation

sin an

:

r/n.

Thus the largest numerical aperture possible under

which determine the quality of the definition. Evidently
then, the resolving power does not depend in any way
on the definition.

these conditions is

It

NAq:nsinao:n/n:1.0

is evident that a large pait of the benefit of having
an oil contact between the object and the objective i!

Iost by not having an oil contact between ihe corrit is retained between
the cover glass and the objectlve.
Resolving Power-From Standpoint of
Diftaction Theory
The size of the central disc of the diffraction pattern
formed by a microscope objective determines-its resolving power. If the centers of two discs representing
the images of two points lying very close together]
are separated by only a small part of the diameter
of either, they will not appear to be separated but will
blend together and appear as one large spot. It is
assurned that u'hen the centel of one disc lics on the
circurnfcrcncc of thc other,
I.lrcv will .jrrst, bcgin to aplx':rr :r.s sclrirnlt.etl. l'he size
ol' [,lrc ccntral disc formed
lrv rLrry objective is deterrrinecl only by the *'ave
, lcngth of the light used for
I illumination, and its numerical aperture. The greater
,, the numerical aperture the
smaller will be the central
disc, and consequently two
discs can lie closer together
and still be seen as separated. It has already been pointed out that the size
of the central disc does not va,rv
vary with the corrections
coner.tionq

The reason why the quantity n enters into the expression for numerical aperture again involves the fact
that light is a wave motion. When the rays forming a
wide angle cone impinge on an object, they are jostled

d-enser and the slide, even though

by a

process called diffraction into groups with a
separation between them. The sum total of these groups

lies in a cone of larger angle than the original illuminating cone. In other words the light is fanned out
into a wider cone by the process of diffraction, but with
an uneven distribution of light through this new cone.
For an objective to show all of the detail in an object
it must take in all of these groups in this cone. 'I'he
more of these groups it takes in, the more truly will
it depict the object by showing more of the detail in
the object. This is simply anotherway of saying that
the resolving power will be greater. It is easy to see that
the resolving power will be increased if the jostling of
the rays around the object can be decreased, thereby

out of the cone and allowing
the objective to take in more of it. It so happens that
the jostling is less for the shorter wave lengths, as would
be expected by a little thought. The wave length of light
is changed when it enters a medium of different index of
refraction. It is reduced in the ratio of the index. Light
having a wave length of .00056mm in air has a wave
length of .000368mm. in a medium having an index
of 1.52. This is the physical reason why a high index
medium between the object and the objective will
increase the resolving power of the objective. The high
index medium decreases the wave length of the light
traversing it, thereby decreasing the fanning out-due
decreasing the fanning

li\

ll
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to difiraction around the object i and therefore allows
an objective of a given angle to take in more of this
diffra.ction pattern. The objective can then form an
image that includes more of the fine detail of the object,
which means that its resolving power is greater. It
should be remembered that this high index medium
must lie in an unbroken chain between the object and

the objective, to prevent the fanning out before the
light enters the objective. The above line of reasoning
also serves to explain why the use of short wave lengths
such as the ultra violet increases the resolving power.
The shortest distance between two objects that can
be shown as separated by a microscope objective used
with a condenser that is properly immersed, is given
by the expression 2,/NA, where 2, is the wave length
of light used for illuminating the object. Without a
condenser this becomes 2,/NA. The wave length of
the brightest part of the spectrum is about .00056mm.
This is the value used in the following table.

I\tumerical Limit

Aperlure
.10
.25
.50
.66
.85
.95
1.00
1.25
1.30

of Resolut'ion I''imit of Resolution
Witlnut condntsr:r With Condenser
.0028 mm.
.0056 mrrt.
.00112 mm.
.00224 rnm.
.00056 mm.
.00112 mm.
.00085
.00066
.00059
.00056
.00045
.00043

mm.
mm.
mm.
mm.
mm.
mm.

.000425
.000330
.000295
.000280
.000225
.000215

mm.
mm.
mm.
mm.
mm.
mm.

The above table gives the smallest distance betwecn
two objects that can be seen as separate objects when
viewed'under the conditions indicated. It should be
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rrotcd that this distance is exactly halved when it <'ott-

rltrrrscr is used. This ernphasizes the necessity

of

rrsirrg

ir, r.ondenser when high resolving power is rtxluit't'rl.
'l'lris limit of resolution is not dependcnt on thc Irr:r.gnilication providing sufficient magnification is uscd. I'irr
irrst.llnce, no amount of magnification will show l,lrrr
scparation between two objects that are separated by
.(X)0f] mm. unless an objective of at least .95 numeri<:ill

tperture is used, with a condenser.
Proper Magnification
It is not necessary to use a magnification greatcr thir.n
enough to depict clearly to the eye the finest <let,rril
rcsolvable by the objective. A greater magnifica.liorr
will show no more detail and will materially dccrt'asc
the illumination. It will also tend to decreasc l,lrc
contrast of the image, so that the ease with wlriclr
an object can be studied will be decreased rather tltirn
increased by increasing the magnification above :r crt'rtain advisable maximum. The field and the depth ol'
focus both decrease vrith an increase of magnificatiorr.
The rnagnification should, therefore, be as low as possible. The maximum useful magnification can be conlputed by dividing .3mm. by the limit of resoluliorr
of the objective used, given in the above table. 'I'hus
for an objective having a numerical aperture of l.ll0
:rnd a limit of resolution of .000215, the greatest t,otirl
magnification that should be used is 1400. This irrrlit':rtcs a 15r eyepiece with a 1.8 mm. focus object.ivt'.
'l'his represents the highest magnification that shorrkl
t:vcr be used except in very unusual cases. I'or ntosl,
work the proper magnification is much less.

Depth of Focus
Assrrming the samc qu:rlit.y of correction and thc sn,rrrc
lnagnifi<,a.tion, thc illrrrrrirrrr.l.ion varies as the squart'nof

the numerical aperture. The depth of focus or penetration varies inversely as the numerical aperture. If
the numerical aperture is doubled the illumination is
quadrupled and the depth of focus is halved. For any
glven numerical aperture and magnification the depth
of focus can not be altered except by destroying the
definition. Strictly speaking this does not result in an
increase in depth of focus but rather in an increase in
the indefiniteness of focus. Lenses having the same
numerical aperture should never be compared for depth

of focus except to the detriment of the one having the
greater depth. If depth of focus is a valuable asset

for the work under consideration, resolving power should
be sacrificed to obtain it. It is for this reason that we
list lenses having the same focus but different numerical
apertures.

Vorking Distance
Working distance is the free distance bctwecn the
cover glass :rnd the objct:tivc when thc ltttcr is focussed.
It decrcascs gencrlrlly wit,lr int:rt:rlsirtg powt:r :rnd numerical apcrture of tlrt: objct:t,ivc. Of' two lenscs rvith the
same focal rlist.:r,ttr:t:, tltc ottt: with the higher N. A.
will havc thc slrortcr worhing distance. The working
distance also <lcpr:n<ls on the mounting of the front
lens. If thc lt:ns lrts :r lrrorninent mounting projecting
beyond its surfacc the working distance is lessened
thereby.

PART

III

The Use of the Microscope
Equipment
A MICROSCOPE equipment may be very elabo/{ rate, and some rvork requires such an outfit, but
^ ^ ever-v rnicroscope to be e{ficient should be provirlcd with at least tw-o objectives, and preferably two
<x:ulars. If but one ocular is bought the 10X or l"
is lrest. If two are provided, the 6X and 10X (2" and.
1") :rre preferable. For ordinary biological, histological
irn<l pathological work the most desirable and most
rrrrivcrsally used objectives are the l6mm. (2-3") and
lrrrrn. (1-0"). In some cases where a higher power is
rlcsired a 3mm. (1-8") is used. For counting blood
<:orpuscles a narrow angled 4mm. (1-6") with a long
rvorking distance for working through the thick cover
of the blood counter is used. For entomological work
rrrrd other low power work a 40mm. (|ty',") is very desir:rble.

lf bacteriological or special cytological work, where
lrigh resolving power is required, is to be done, an
irnmersion objective is indispensable. The l.Smm. (l-f 2)
is most used. For extreme work the 1.5mm. (1-16) is
<'rrllcd into use. The high resolving power required
irr this rvork demands the use of a condenser. These
rrrc of trvo great classes, the achromatic and non-achrorrt:L[.ic. Of the latter class the Abbe condenser is the
orrt: nrost cornrnonly supplied. This condenser is capable
ol' vcr.y good worl< lrnd is commendable for its cheaprrtss. 'l'lrc lrcst worl< r':rn only be done with a condenser
llrrrl. is corrccl.crl l.o :r. lrt.rlirrtion that approaches t,lrat
ol' llrr' olr.jccl.ivr:. 'l'lrr. ;rclrrourlrtic condensers that i.rrc

also aplanatic are in this class. The best of these have
a short focus lvhich means that they are unusually
small in diameter.
For the most critical work apochromatic objectives
should be used. The superiority of these over the

achromatic objectives has already been pointed out
and need not be repeated here. The fact that the apochromatic objectives generally have a higher numerical
aperture than the corresponding achromatic objectives
also recommends their use for critical work.

Position
In choosing a place to work one should select a comfortable position where he can obtain the best light available
and have room for his microscope and necessary a,ccessories and reagents. 'I'here is some controversy in regard

to the using of the inclination joint. There is no harm
in using it if it is more comfortnble to do so. ff one is
working with fresh rnounts or fluirls, l.fre lrorizonta,l
stage is ncccssary. Ikrr:tust: su<'lr prt:plrr:rl,ioIts are so
often used in thc laborirtoly, it is llcst for otrc to train
one's self to usc thc nricrosr:opc lvith thc tube in the
perpendicular position and rnakc it a rule to keep it
in that position.
Make it il nrlc to work rvith both eyes open, and, if
possible, lrse citlrcr eye interchangeably. A very little
practise will cnablc one to do so. By paying attention
to this and proper lighting there is no reason why any
reasonable amorrnt of work rvith the microscope should
injure the eyes. 'I'he new binocular microscope obviates

this difficulty.
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that the light from the

is surne distance from swaying branches of trees.
lfor long continued work on any one subject artificial

liglrt has one advantage over daylight in that it is
in quality and intensity. The best artificial
light is a tungsten burner rvith " Daylight " glass betrvecn it and the microscope. A fair substitute is a

<'onstant

\Ydsbach burner or a small arc lamp. A whitened incanrlt'scent lamp is good. Ordinary daylight can be used
vcry successfully. fn using artificial lieht it is best
I o rrse a bull's eye condenser between it and the mirror.
lt, is also best, wherever possible, to use a blue glass
lrct,rveen the light source and the specimen. Some work<'r's rnake a glass globe filled with ammonium copper
srrlphate solution serve the purpose of both the contl<'nser and the biue glass. It is so mounted in a shade
:rs to exclude all other light from the microscope. An
r'.!'t: shade, or some shade cutting ofi all light from the
rrrirrroscope, excepting that which strikes the mirror,

is often desirable.
'l'lrc lamps designed for microscope illumination are
sl.rongly recommended for long continued work with
tlrc rnicroscope. They are provided with a " Daylight "
s('r'ccn that gives an ideal tone to the light and are so
r'orrstructed that no stray light reaches the eye of the
rvorl<er. With their use ideal illumination conditions
cirn bc obtained and maintained for any length of time.

Focussing

Light

The best light is obtained from white clouds, although
some authorities claim

Avoid the use of direct sunlight. If the room
is so situated that the sun shines in, use white shades
Lo rnodify the light. If possible, select a rvindow which
is frcc from cross bars, wire nettings, etc., and which
sli1. is best.

blue

Al'l,r'r stxring

that ur olljective (low power) and

an

ocrrl:rr rr.nr irr plil<r', prr[. :r l.ransparent or semi-trans-

rrrl,gnifies the movement as rvell as the specimen, is
perplexing at first, and makes it difficult to move the
spcr:irnen just where it is wanted, and no farther. With
pnrctise comes the delicacy of movement which enables
orrc to put the specimen iust where he wants.

parent specimen on the stage, swing the-rnirror bar
io the -"diutt line, take hold of the edge of the mirror
and adjust it so as to illuminate the object as evenly
as may be judged by looking directly at it'
Focus the body tube down by means of the coarse
adiustment until the objective nearly touches. the cover
glass, being careful not io touch it' Then, rvith the eye

up carefull;' with the coarse
cornes plainly into view.
specimen
the
until
adjustment
Be carbful not to pass by this focal point without noticing it. Ihis is likely to occur if the light be too intense
and the specimen thin and transparent.
When the object is brought fairly well into focus by
means of the- coarse adjustment, use the fine adjustment to obtain the sharpest focus to bring out details.

at the

eyepiece, focus

Do not expect too great a range in tbe fine adjustment'
It is even more dangerous to focus down to any extent
with the fine adjustment than with the cotrse-:rdju.stment, becautc ,ttty irrtp:tt'b of tlrc frorrt of tlrc olljcct-ive
on the cover <,ui ttot lrt' f,'lt clsilv, ttnlcss the fine
adjustmcnt is a tntxlcrn onc. Whilc tnoving the specimen about to olrst:rvtr rliff<rrt:rrt parts of it, it will be
necessary to <:otrt,ittttillly worl<. the fine adjustment to
keep the obj<x:t. itt l'txrtrs. It is always well to move
the'specimen wltt,'r l"rying-to get a focus, for without

the movbmcnl- ottc rnly be trying to focus upon

a

point where thcrc is no object, -and, -again, the moving
bbject is morc apt to be noticed as the lens comes into
focus.

It will be noticed

during this movement that the micro-

that the specimen-seems
to that in which it
opposite
direction
the
in
to ilrove
scope reverses the irnage, and

is moved. This, along with the fact that the microscope
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'l'lrc beginner should ah'r'ays use the lowpower objectives
rrnrl oculars first. The low porver objectives have ionger
r.vor*ing distances and are not so apt to be injured.
'l'lrcy always show a larger portion of the specimen and
llrrrs give one a better idea of the general contour.

After obtaining this general idea the higher

powers
be used to bring out greater detail in any particular
plrrt. If the objectives are parfocalized and centered
orr il nosepiece, the change of objectives is made by
sirnply turning one objective out of the optical axis
rrrrrl the other into it without the necessity of re-focus<.rrn

sirrg (except for a slight turn of the fine adjustment)
rrrrrl a.gain hunting up the particular spot desired, for
il' l.his spot is in the center of the field of the low power
il rvill be somewhere in the field of the higher power.
ll, is too much to ask of the maker that the lenses be
rrr:ulc absolutely parfocal and centered. The delicacy
ol' l.he centering can be appreciated when the magrrifir:ation and the extremely small portion examineri
:rrc considered. When the objectives are not thus fitted

o Lhe rrosepiece, re-focussing and again hunting up
llrr: objcct are necessary. In doing so we repeat the
r':rrrt,iou to always focus up before turning the nosepiccc. \Vhen rro revolving nosepiece is used, the change
ol' olr.itxrtivcs lncuns the unscrewing of one and the
sclcrving of thc othcr iuto its place and re-focussing
l

:r

s lrclirrrr-

4:l

Illumination Vithout Substage Condenser
Central Light
to
It has been necessary in the foregoing paragraphs
slme light upon the specimen,. but no directions
;;.;; -UL""
of the
irr""
Sirr"eo as to the ptop"t illumination
.u*L. A"""iucy of results depends upon correct illumi*.t" tlian any other one thing' A vast majority
"uii.r
oi uff *i"toscopic work is done by light transmitted
throuEh transpirent or semi-transparent objects' We
*itt p."."ot consider only such--objects- The matter
"I
opaque objects will be taken up later'

"f-;n""ii""ting
fn" -i..o. is"placei below the stage as a convenient
;;;; of reflecting the light through -the object into
ile objective. It ls plane on one side and concave
." tfr"'o*"". The contave mirtor is always used when
ih" ."t ttuge condenser is not used, except in the case
oi ,r"ry loiv power objectives, when it is best to use

the planc ntirror.
When the light is thrown rrpon thc. sltccimen, and the
I'o.'rrs*,'d irs prt'vit'ttsly tlin't'lcd. rctnove the
"fri""iiu".
;.iti;;ninl l..,li inlrt 1l'rt'trrl'r':iL tlre back lens of the
Wit,h tlrtr tnctlittrn nnd higher power (f g-p'

"fr;""ti"". obitttivcs thc rninimized imag-e of.the
"r'J-"bo"")
*ir.o. u'itli itt inorurting will be seen. Swing the mirror

fr." to the rrrulitrn lirrc aiid as nearly as possible arrang-e
ffr" *ir.." so that its mounting will be concentric with
iil" p".iptt"ty of the back lens of the objective' All of
ih" 6"tti,. ,tii".,,r"op"t are made with a " cente-r ltoP ]'
i"al".ti"s wherr the mirror bar is iLa line paral]el with

n"ti""t axis of the microscope- This is done because
or axial, light gives a symmetrical illumination,
"""tr'.t,
*.-fri"h i. U"st for" obierving ih" l*"g" proportion .of
i.""tp"*"t objects. I'his inltself doei not insure axial

i.fr"
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liglrt. 'I'he mirror must be so turned that the rays of
light, or the axis of the cone of light, reflected from it
crrtcr the objective parallel to its axis. This can not
rrlwa,ys be done. Other considerations are more impor-

l.tnt than exact central light. In working with daylight,
rcflcctions from trees, window sash, etc., are apt to
bc seen on the mirror. If the whole microscope can not
lrc so shifted as to clear the mirror of these reflections
thc mirror itself should be turned so that, if possible,
rro images will appear upon it.
If artificial light is used, the mirror should be so turned
tlrat the image of the light is seen in the center of it.
'l'he more nearly this image covers the mirror the better.
lf l bull's eye condenser is at hand, so place it between
the light source and the object that a sharp image of

tlrc light source will be seen in the center of the back
of the objective.
ll'tlre above rules are followed it will be found upon
r<'lrltcing theeyepiece that the fieldisevenly illuminated.
ll. rnay be necessary to vary the width of the cone and.
llrr: <luantity of light, by use of the diaphragm, which
is rr,llvays placed on all the better microscopes, as nearly
:rs possible even with the top surface of the stage."When
rro t:ondenser is used, the size of the opening in the
rlir,phragm should be about that of the front lens of
llrt' objective. F-or some objects and some objectives
llris rule may be quite widely departed from; one must
lr"rrrn by trial."* The concave mirror acts as a lens
;rrrtl has a focus like a lens.
ll. rnlry bc found that, in focussing up and down, the
irrrrlgr: shifts slightly from right to left, or to and fro.
'l'lris rn:ry possibly bc due to an imperfection in the
rrri<'rosr.o1lc, llrt if tlrt: instrument is in good repair,
k'rrs

+'l'lrc

Microsrrrlrr'-(lirgt:
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so tlrat, the back of the ob.ieetive is fullv and evenlv
illrrrninaled. and, jI possible. free from uny i-ug"s df
llccs. window sashes, ctc. If these images'can not be
<lispelled by turning the mirror use the
mirror.
""orr"ave
S.lightly lowe_ring the condenser will also
accomplish
the same end but there is an objection to doing'this
ttnless it is necessar;t. The condenser does its besiwork
txrlv rvhen the source of light is focussed sharply on
t,hc object. If the open sky is used as a source, any
intcrvening objects such as trees or window bars wiil
'tlrrow a shado.w on the object. Lowering
the condenser
to remove the s}radows destroys the proper focus of
t,he condenser. The operator must decide for himself
:rs to whether.he gets better results with the sharp
focus and the images or without either. If he decidei
{.o rctain the images he can get best results by turning
l,he mirror so that they are as svmmetricall.y distributed
.r'r'r the back of the objective as possibli.

and from any one of the reputable makers, the chances
are more than likely that the shifting is due to oblique
light, even though the mirror bar may be in the median
liie. This is even more apparent with a condenser than

without it. Manufacturers are often condemned because of a mistaken idea that the mirror bar in this
position means axial light. A slight turn of the mirror
*ill rtop the shifting and give axial illumination' When
there ii no lateral-motion in focussing, the light is
centered.

Oblique Light

Some objects, such as diatoms, rulings,-etc., are better
defined when oblique light is used. This is accomplished

without the condenser by swinging the mirror out of
the optical axis, and so turning it as--to thr-ow as much
Iisht as possible upon the object. When the ocular is
rimoved, the image of the mirror will be seen at one
of the objective.
"side of the centei of the back lens

'l'o secure central illumination it is highly important
I lurt the axis of the condenser should coincide with
lhc axis of the objective. All good microscopes are
r.onstructed so that the center of the diaphragm lies
orr the axis of the condenser. 'Ihe centeiing of the
<.ondenser can, therefore, be tested by observing the
rrrrrtcring of the diaphragm. When the condenser is

When focussing, a decided lateral rnoLion of the object

will be noticed.
Illumination With Substage Condenser
Central Light
AII of the llt:tbcr microscopes are provided with

a

condenscr fittt:d lrt:n<raLh the stage, which brings light
from a distarrt. source bo a focus on the object. With
the lowcst l)owcrs a condenser is not needed, but for
the mediurri lrt<I high powers the condenser not only
furnishes tlto amount of light needed, but provides an
€asy mearrs of providing each objective with a cone
of light suital,le to ils aperature.
The nlane mirror should always be used with a condenser except when the source is quite near the
,rri".or"op". ift". t"-orring the ocular, turn the mirror

pr'operly focussed the image of the diaphragm appears

irr the back

of the objective.

Close the diaphiagm

rrrrLilitsedge can just be seen through the backlens-of
llrc objective. It should, of course, appear to be cenIt'rctl rvith thc rim of the objective. The more expensive
rrricroscopes have scre,ws by means of which the centcring r.an be. accomplished. In the cheaper microscopes

llris rr:ntering is

;rll.r'rt:rl.

dorrcr

in thc factory and can not

bc
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When the condenser is llroperly focussed and centered
cone of ligLt can be secured bv opening
ih;;;;;t
it',1 diaph"af* below the condenser' 4 ggod
"rlbri"gt-rt" is Lo close Lhe dirrphragm so that in looking
""*."f
It
the l,"ck lens of llre objectivc. I lre diaplrragm ol)enrng
half the
;hi;; ;;;be plainly ,".tt, .p1,"ut: !o b." aborrt
it is in
iirn"t"" "f tde back lens of'tire ohjcctive rvhcn
ope-ning
the
place
changc
in
ocular
i.""r. ift"" rvith the
ancl the
;; C" tlt; best results' 'Ihe thinner the tissrres
of
light
cone
the
is
larger
the
Ereater the contrasts,

those n'ith
i;hiJr ;;.t t" u*ed..Thickeitissues and
gaining thereby

i;;;;l;;tt

require a narrower cone,
of'sharpness (pcnetralion)' Thc narrower
dcpth
e;"u,t".
ine flatter t'he field appears' \-ery few-ob.iccts
Ffl"
"."i
;;;ii;i
-tti"tt fills the back lens of theobjective

"t""should the diameter of theiris diaphragm
;il i" ;; "case
;;;; ; b"1"rg"t than the diameter of the back lens
when the ocular is removed'

When objc<rtivcs of ovcr 1'0 N'A' (irnnrersion objeccondenser
;i";t ;; usctl, tlrt: irrll aptrrtttrc. ttf.it'Llrc
i' c'' placing
;;;;";l;" utilizt:d rviLlrout irntttcrsitrg sttrfa't:e
of the
;;t;; "i oil lx,Llvu'n it':r'rrrl llrtr lorvtrr
shJe.'this is strl<lorn 1rt'rr''list'tl in general. laboratory
work on accottrtt. of its ilr,','tlvcrricnt'e, but rt ls necessary
to the most criLi<:itl rvorl<.

Artificial Light
All of the difli<'rtlLics incident t-o the use ofofdaylight'
rvill bc eliminated by the use artificial
"fi"".',srtnto u('trcra,l mles as those already given
""iJ
lieht. The

i" tt,t ttsc'of artificial light with a microscope
"ipiv & condcltscr' It is, horn'ever, necessary to^pay
t'ui'iilg
of the
*"J--otL attcntion to the proper adjustment
The
is
used'
condenscr
i',i"rnr.op"-*hen-a
ih;
t;
i[ir;
in
centered
carefully
be
of the .orrr"" should
""-tt1"t
i[8

llrc lrack of the objective by twisting the mirror after
llro rnirror bar has been swung to the median line. If
llrr: source of light is a ground glass or Daylite glass,
rr.s is the case in most of the lamps especially designed
I'or rnicroscope illumination, this glass should be so
placcd that a line perpendicular to the glass at its
<rrnt,er rvill pass througir the center of the mirror. This
is rrecessary to insure even intensity over the whole
f icld. After this is done the condenser should be focussed
so that an image of the glass is formed in or very near
llrc plane of the object.'I'his can be checked easily by
rrsirrg a lorv power ob3'cctive. If the lamp used is not
srrpplied with a blue glass or Davlite glass, the blue
glLss.supplied with the microscope should be slipped
irrto its ring below thc condenscr.
lf these directions are faithfully followed it will be
I'orrrrd that artificial illumination is more satisfactory
llrrrn daylight illuminaticn from every standpoint. Th"e
,'orrditions can be maintained or duplicated at will.
It, brings out all of the detail of the obiect that can
Irc interpreted by the objective. It is pliasing to the
,'yt: and can be used for longer periods than the everchanging daylight without eye fatigue.
Oblique Light
l.t. has been pointed out before that the use of oblique
light aids in the interpretation of an obiect. This is
:r<'complished by an increase in resolving power atl.r:rrdant on its use. By the aid of oblique light details
of :rn object can be brought out that t""
be seen
"ot
u'iLh central illumination. It should be remembcrcd,
Irowcver, that this increase in resolving power is irr
orrc ilzirnuth only. For instance, if a diatom that ca,lr
rrot, be rcsolved u'it,h rlir<'r.|. illumination is cxarnirrcrl

the cross hatching of which it is
with oblique light,
"appear
as a series of lines all- running
"o-oo.LJ-*ilt
azimuth of the obliquity is
the
i" 1"" direction.'If
Jrr.tr"d through 90o a similar set of lines at right angles
to ttre first sit will be seen' It is thus seen that a true
iJ"r the object can not be obtained except by,adding
"f its appearance for all azimuths of obliquity'
log"tft".
The low and medium priced microscopes are not
,,rovided with an.y means of securing oblique light'

U" obtained by swinging the mimor or-by insertii
below thc condeisei to cut off the light fro-m
r
ir*"r"
"".a The latter method is to be preferred' The
;"? rid".
*or" ""p"ttsive microscopes -are pro-vided with some
securing oblique light, uiuallY-bY decentering
-"ifr"Jtf
ih" aiu"tt."cm. This obliquily can be obtained in any
rrir""iti o""rnott of these microscopes by turning the
moving member about the axis of the condenser'

Illumination-OPaque
Therc are some ollju:ts wlriclr clrn trtlt bc made transmrrst

1,,.t

trxrlrttitttrtl l11' rt:fltrctcd

"rtl"t
i;-;;;;; ""a .rc trscrl it.tl

light' When

l.lrtr rrriiror brought above the

tLc cotlcitvc tttit't'or is sornctimes sufficient' The
L;lT'; ;y.','.,r',1,',,-.',' giv.s lrclt.r.resulls' In using it
;;;.;;" rnust bc trxi'r,'iscd to light thc object and at
staEe

ih" .*-. tirne cast :ls ferv shadows as possible'
Where high powers, with. consequent short working
distances,-are n""ersuty, light must be thrown down

tfrr""nft ri" obic<'t ive by a piitm placed in the objective
;;";i or ahov"c iL and"refleel'ed back again to the-eye'
S;;[ devicc is called a vertical illuminator' There

;;;;;"t" such devices on the market' The best of them
[r"" u light source built into them sothattheadjustment
made easier'
of ttr"
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tigit, which

is always troublesome, is

The Objectives In IJse
Cleaning the Objectives

'l'o get the best results with a microscope objective
it is absolutely necessary that it should be clean. The

pt:rformance of a high power objective can be ruined
lry clirt of any kind, especially on the surface nearest
llrc cover glass. Dirt scatters the Iight and causes an
r.l)l)carance sirnilar to that of a poorly corrected ob-

jet:tive. Finger marks are particularly harmful to the
tlc{inition.
If the lenses are dirty they should be wiped gently
with Japanese lens paper, rvhich can be obtained from
rr,ny dealer in microscopical supplies. It is so cheap
[.hat one can hardly afiord to use anything else on his
krnses, especially the objectives. If the lens paper is
rrot obtainable, a soft old linen handkerchief is best,
proaiding it is clean. Avoid chamois skin. The natural
oils in it soil the surface of the lens, and its aptitude
l.o catch and hold dirt makes it unsafe.
ll'the front lens of an objective becomes soiled so that
gcntly wiping n'ill not clean it, breathe upon it and then
rvipe gently with lens paper or some soft linen. If this
rlocs not remove the soil, moisten the paper with Xylol
or chloroform, being careful not to use too much. Alt.hough the necessity of using these reagents is unforturrrrte, it is better to use them and wipe the lens gently
[h:rn to apply too much friction.

An immersion objective should always be cleaned
irnrnediately after using. It can then be cleancd by
gcntly wiping with a piece of lens paper. If thc oil is
:rllowed to dry, xylol or clrloroform rnust be uscrl to

the lens. The oil colkrcts dust and grit, wlri<il
irrc a,pt to scratclr thc lclrs.
<.krnn

i
I

If any dust settles on the back lens of the objective
n;t nltt removed by a camel's hair brush. An eyepiece

should always be left in the tube to keep dust from
settling into the objective on the lower end'
Neaer attempt to talrc an objectirc. a.part-.If it has any

aitme"t s"ribus enough for ihat, it
go to the maker.

ii

serious enough to

Focussing the Immersion Obiective
The directions for focussing previously given must be
to a nicety rn'hen an oil immersion objective
"uttiedo"t
is used. 'lhe extremeiy short rn-orking distance of these
makes it hielrl.v importanb to focus up raLlrer
"Ui""ti"".
ifli" io*". A drop oT oit "utt be placcd eiLher on the
iro"i of the objective or on th.e cover glass' The former
is-pt"fe""bl" l"lt"o convcnient. As soon as tbe body
tube is racked dorvn so that there is oil contact between
in" f-"t of the objcctive and the cover glass, it is wise
to try focussing up with thc finc tdjrtstmcnt' In most
rvil bJfountl thrlt tlrc irnage comcs into focus
""r"t"it
,r"ty too". If not, try fotrrrssing doY.n again with the
atljustmcnt, rind this tirne allow a little more
"ou"rr"
r,"i". "i l"he oil itrotttrtl tlrc front of the objective' A
it-lis oractisc will irllow vou lo gain sufficignt skill
to place tlrc olr.iective below the focus with the coarse
adiustment without allowing it to come in contact
*iir"t trr" cover glass. Should this occur it will probably
be found that ilcre are bubbles in the immersion oil'
ih"t" can be seen by removing the eyepiec,e and looking
at the back lens of-the obiective. l'hese bubbles must
be remorred before doing any work with the objective'
Generallv it is best to wipe all oil from the objective
ar",d co,rir glass and start over. The necessity of imthE condenser when using an oil immersion

-""ti"g
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olricctive l'ras already been dealt with at length.
rrrly not be amiss, however, to mention it again.

It

Tube Length and Cover Glass

All

objectives are corrected to a certain tube length
(l(iOmm. by most makers-Leitz l70mm.) and all ob.ir'<'tives in fixed mounts of over .70 N.A. are corrected
to ir. definite thickness of cover glass as well. (Zeiss,
.l5rrrm.-.20mm.; LerLz,.17mm.; Bausch & Lomb and
Spencer .18mm.). These objectives give their best resrrlts only when used .lvith the cover glass and tube
Icngth for which they are corrected. As indicated the
tube length extends from the eye lens of the eyepiece
to the end of the tube into which the objcctive or nosepiece is screwed. If a nosepiecc is used, the draw tube
rnust be correspondingly shortcned. If the cover glass
is thinner than that for which the obiective is corrected,
the tube must be lengthened to obtain best results;
if thicker, shortened. The most expensvie objectives are
provided with adjustable mounts by which the distances betr,veen the lens systems may be changed to
compensate for difference of thickness of cover. They
are successfully used only in the hands of an expert.
One of them out of adjustment is worse than an ordi-

nary objective.

Testing Objectives
Under the heading of General Theory of Microscopc
Optics the definition of a microscope objective was
explained'from the standpoint of a physical intcrpr<'tation. ft is impossible, however, to demonstrat,e l.lrr:
phenomena used in that explanation without slxrr,irrl
apparatus. It is possible to gain a good gcncr:r.l irk'rr,
of the performance of an objective by using rrn.y slirk:
that is made up of dark opa(luc objccts havirrg rlefirrilr.

outlines. The well known Abbe test plate is prepared
especially for this purpose and makes an ideal test

by a fringe of turbid grey as well as the usual color
fringe when oblique light is used.

object.

A ge-neral haziness that causes a washed out appearance
to the j*ug9 ulder all conditions is almoit always
caused by dirt. It is easy to locate by removing tLe
cycpiece and looking through the back of the objeJtive,
:rnd must be removed before the objective wiil girr"
I)roper results.

Color Correction
good idea of the color correction can be gained by
observing the edges of opaque objects near the center
of the fi;ld. Theae will be bordered by a faint fringe
of color when achromatic objectives are used. Oblique
light will bring out this color fringe very noticeably.
Wh"tt oblique light is used it will be noticed that the
color fringe is a-light green on one side of the object
and reddish purplebn the other side, whenthe objective
is well cor"dcted for color. These color fringes are the
secondary spectrum, or irreducible minimum of chromatic ab"erration caused by the fact that the compensation of one kind of glass for the color introduced by

A

another is not perfecf over the whole spectrum. The
use of fluorite and a more complicated construction
in the apochromatic objcctivcs grcatly ' reduces this

color fringe. No color fringt: shor-rld bc noticed with
central light and only Llrc ftintcst trace with oblique
light.
Spherical Aberration
If the correction for sphcrical abenation is good the
edges of an opaquc object should be distinct and crisp'
Tliey should-comc into focus 'with a definiteness that
allows of no uncertainty as to the best focus' The edges
of the objcct should ippea" equally out of focus for
equal movements of the fine adjqstment-either above
." b"lo* the true focal point. When oblique light is
used the edges of the object should appear fairly distinct except-for the color fringe. If the spherical aberration is poorly corrected, these edges will be bordered
54

Flatness

of Field

It is impossible to attain true flatness of field in a microscope objective. Dxccpt for i.r correction for the error
known as coma it is impossible to design the objective
to include a wide angle ancl finc definiti-on in the center
of the field with flatness of fidd. 'l'he only demand
that should be made of an objerctive is a torrection

for coma. To test for coma brine'the edges of the field
into the best possible focus. W[en thisls done it will
be noticed that the center is not in focus. This can
not be avoided in the design and no objective should
be condemhed because of it. It is reasonable, however,
to expect thab the definition at the edges of the field
when they are brought into focus shoulJbe fairly goocl.
ff the correction for coma is poor it will be imfioisible
to secure any definition at the edges of the field no
matter how the focus
changed. Objectives vary
q.grtf in this_ respect. _is
None of them gives ,s gon,l
definition at the edges as at the center" of the iielrl,
and this difference is more pronounced in the lctrst:s
having a high numerical aperature, but it shoultl lrc
p_ossible by refocussing to gain a fairly good idca ol
the nature of an object at the edge of the fi;ld. It slrorrkl
then be moved to the center of the field for morc <:rit.i<,rrl

study.

ir:l

.l

I

I

-,

The Oculars

It

should be pointed out here that an objective can

give good definition for only one tube length and cover
glasslhi"kness. In making a critical test of an objective
great care should be exercised to keep these dimensions

correct. The correct tube length for our objectives is

160mm., and the cover glass thickness should be.18mm.
will increase tbe magnification at the expense of the definition. Using a
higher power objectlve or eyepiece is greatly to be

Lengthening the tube length
preferred.

A certain magnification by the ocular will be necessary
and sufficient, to bring out all the detail in the image
which can be secured trom the numerical aperture of
the objective. If we use a higher ocular we lose deqth
of shaipness and size of field, since they are both inversely-proportional to the magnification. We also lose
illuminalion, which varies invcrsely as the square of
the magnification.
We, therefore, get thc grcatcsl- <rffectiveness out of an
objective-the largcst {itllrl, t,he greatest-penetration
and the best illumination-by using the lowest magnification which maltcs all the detail in the image
visible. If we incrcasc the magnification beyond this
point we do so at the expense of other good qualit^es.

A rule for detcrmining the maximum useful magnification of the eyepiece has been given under the
heading of General Theory of Microscope Optics.

eyepiece will cause spots in
the field that are more annoying than harmful. They
will, of course, revolve with the eyepiece' Sometimes
dirt on the lenses of the condenser will cause spots in

Dirt on the lenses of the
co

t ire field that closely resemble those caused by dirr
in the eyepiece.
Final Hints
Somctimes the rn'orker mav have faithfully carried out
tll the directions heretofore given and been assured
tlrat his-lenses possess the abor-e named qualities as

thev ought, yet be unable to obtain the desiied results.
llc may be working with a water mount and his dry

olr.iective become " immersed " in some water whiclr
lras w'orkcd to-the top of the cover glass. His objective
rnl,y be dirty from a previous " immersion." Tlie field
rnay lle dr'm or hazy, due to dirt on the back of the
object.ive or a {ilm or-r tlrc inncr surfa<.cs of tlrc lenses of
the ocular, or bec.ir,usc rif rrruistru'e sr:LLling on the lcnses
because they have just bcrcn brouglrt frorn a cold into
a warm room. If these objects revolr-e lvhcn the ocular
is revolved they are evidently on one of thc lenses of

the ocular. He may see great

streaks on his field,

ll-hich are due to his own evelashes, or he may see small
moving bodies floating across the field. l'he muscae
volitantes, as these last named bodies are called, are
little specks or shreds in the vitreous humor of the
eye _which can
be disregarded.

not be removed, but which can easily

Most of these troubles can be located bv removing
the eyepiece and looking through the bac( of the obl
jective. In fact, this should rlways be donc whcrr
anything is wrong with the performance of tJre nricroscope. It will give at once information as to curst,s ol'
trouble that may require considerable timc to kx.rr,[r.
any other way.

fn u'ater mounts and fresh balsarn morrnl,s orrc is :ryrl
to find air bubbles. To be surc tlrtt tlrc olr.icr'i. is:irr

air bubble, focus up with central light. The bright
spot in the center will become clearer while the edge

will become darker. With oblique light the bright spot
will be thrown to one side. In studying water, blood
or any fluid, always cover the drop with a cover glass.
The objectives are corrected for rays passing through
media with parallel surfaces. If such a mount is not
kept horizontal, currents will be set up, due to gravitation, and they will be seen with a magnified velocity
seemingly running up hill.
The fact that the microscope reverses every movement
and magnifies it may be mentioned again.
Beside any movement due to currents there is sometimes a peculiar indefinite to and fro movement of
particles from one position to another. This is called
Brownian movement.
In studying sections a true idea of the structure of
the tissue can only be obtained by moving the slide
about to bring different parts into the. optical axis,
and by focussing with the fine adjustment to bring
different levels, or optical planes, successively into
view. Where serial sections are used each section must
be studied in relation to its neighbors.
Sometimes sections which are freshly mounted in balsam appear cloudy and indistinct. This is because of
failure to thoroughly dehydrate the specimen before
putting it into the balsam. But this brings us into
the realm of laboratory technique which is beyond

the scope of this little volume.

MAGNIFICATION TABLE
il'hc rnagnifit:a,tion of any combination of objectives
ttttl o<lrlurs rntv bc obtained by multiplying the magtti(icrr,lion of t;lrc objcctivc by the magnification of tlie

ot:rrltr.

The ma,gnificiltions

<lf l.ht: <lll,i<rctivt:s

ilrc as follows:

Focus

Magniticatilm

48 mm.

2.2
2.8
4.0
10.0

40 mm.
32 mm.
16 mm.

mm.

44.O

3 mm.
1.8 mm.
1.5 mm.

60.0
95.0

Itr

113.0

For instance:-the magnification of the 4mm. objective
(magnification 44) when used with the 6X ocirlar is
(6 x aa) 26a.
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